
Advantage DP2
Introducing the new Advantage DP2 foot, the first product born of the union of Springlite and Otto Bock. We took the extremely popular design of the Advantage DP and re-engineered it to meet tougher qualifications — Otto Bock durability standards — and increased life expectancy of the foot by more than fifty percent.

New Features:
- Heavy duty construction
- Increased weight rating up to 275 lbs.
- 36-month warranty

Of course, we didn’t tinker with its basic formula for success. It’s still one of the lightest feet available. It’s still flexible where it’s supposed to be. It still delivers superb energy return. And it’s still customized to order.

See how we made a great foot even better. For more information or a product demonstration of the new Advantage DP2, call us today at 1-800-344-0328 or visit www.springlite.com.